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General Information & Terms of Use
Become A Dealer:

CEF does not sell direct to schools, so we are always looking to partner with dealers who value
a genuine relationship and want to add our innovative products to their offerings. To become a
dealer, please call us at 1-800-255-9189.

Pricing & Terms:

CEF makes every effort to give our dealers advanced notice on any price changes. However,
prices could be subject to change without notice. Freight is calculated upon request for quote
and honored for 30 days from the date the quote is created.
Our credit terms for invoice amounts are NET 30. Invoices are generated on the same day that
product is shipped out. New customers who have not submitted proper credit references will be
required to pay before product is shipped. CEF accepts Visa, Mastercard and American Express
with an added 3.5% processing fee.

Purchase Orders:

Please send purchase orders to cef@cefinc.com. Please include quantity, part number,
description, color selections for all product, dealer or consignees ship to address, name and
phone number.

Freight:

All pricing reflects FOB Taylorsville, NC-28681. Although we take every precaution to avoid
shipping damages, unfortunately damages still take place. It is important that our freight
damage guidelines are followed in order to have the best possible outcome. Failure to follow
these guidelines could result in additional cost to our dealers or end users. Packages MUST be
inspected carefully & thoroughly by the consignee. If there is any damage or question of
damage, the consignee must ask the delivery driver to remove the packaging and inspect the
product before leaving and do not refuse the shipment. The consignee should take a picture(s)
and request the delivering carrier to record on the delivery receipt any damages to product or
packaging at the time of delivery. Additionally, any shortages should be noted on the delivery
receipt. If further damage is found after delivery (concealed damage), the delivering carrier must
be notified within 5 business days of the concealed damage and there should be an immediate
inspection performed by the delivering carrier. Cartons must be held by the consignee for carrier
inspection, which expires after 15 days. CEF will assist to obtain claim settlement, but the
consignee must take the necessary steps to obtain the proof of loss and damages. NOTE: If
visible damage or shortage are present, carriers are not responsible after the delivery receipt is
signed without a damage or shortage notification, therefore CEF is unable to assist in obtaining
a claim settlement! If a customer selects and secures a freight carrier, the customer is directly
responsible for any freight damage claims.

Returns:

Returns must be requested and authorized within 7 business days and are subject to a 25%
restocking fee plus return carrier fees. Item(s) must be undamaged and in their original state.
Custom products are not eligible for return under any circumstance.
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Lead Times:

CEF strives to exceed customer expectations where lead times are concerned. All of our
products are made to order and hand assembled by our production team.
Off peak season (October-April) 4-6 weeks or less
Peak season (May-September) 8-10 weeks or less
A shipping date will be assigned within 2 business days upon receipt of order. Every effort will
be put forth to meet the assigned shipping date. However, there are occasional unforeseen
events that can delay shipments. CEF will notify you immediately of any changes, however, CEF
will not pay for split shipments.

Warranty:

At the discretion of CEF, we will replace or repair product which proves to be defective in
original workmanship or manufacturing that may become evident within the first 12 years from
the date of purchase. In order for CEF to honor this warranty, all products must be housed in an
environment of controlled temperature and humidity, and the proper guidelines must be
followed for care and cleaning.
Exceptions:
Classroom Chairs Provided by Spaceforme -Up to 21 years
Charging Carts (all components except electrical) -10 years
Casters (Charging Carts, STEM Carts, Tables)-5 years
Metal Stools-5 years
Treated Butcher Block Tops-5 years
Electrical components on all furniture & charging carts-3 years limited lifetime*
*Limited lifetime; provided by the surge protector manufacturer.
Surge protectors are designed to sacrifice themselves in order to save equipment connected to
them in the event of a power surge. Consequently, a surge protector that has experienced a
surge and no longer conducts A/C power has performed its duty protecting connected
equipment.
Dry Erase/Markerboard Surface Laminate-1 year
Articulating,Fixed or Clamp on Mounted Monitor Arms-1 year
Locks-1 year
Pneumatic Sit to Stand Height Adjustable Base-1 year
Glass Table Tops-1 year
Untreated (Raw, Natural State) Butcher Block Tops-1 year
Exclusions:
CEF warranty does not apply to:
Product that has not been properly cared for per care and use instructions
Normal wear and tear.
Abnormal or abusive use of product.
Transit damage caused by freight carriers other than CEF truck and trailer. Please see separate
guideline around freight damages.
Modifications to product that are not approved by CEF engineering.
Products not assembled properly, used or maintained in accordance with product instructions
and care guidelines.
www.cefinc.com
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We Love What We Do.

Simply put, we love making furniture for kids. We
believe there has never been a more exciting time
in the history of designing and manufacturing
furniture for schools. Our society and culture are
changing rapidly and the manner in which our
children are learning and engaging in classrooms
is following suit. CEF has been designing school
furniture for over 30 years. We began with TV &
AV carts and transitioned to multi-media and
charging carts as technology entered the
classroom. Charging carts remain a segment of
our business, but we are excited about the launch
of a brand new line of furniture specific to maker,
tinker, wonder and STEM labs! Our transition from
a technology based to a classroom furniture based
company represents yet another evolution in our
history to remain innovative and forward thinking
in creating engaging classroom environments. Our
furniture is appropriate for all designated areas of
discovery and creation, as well as the traditional
classroom setting. CEF challenges you to imagine
how furniture can invite students to become more
engaged and more inspired to embrace learning.
It's time to introduce modern, mobile, and
collaborative furniture that defines the space once
defined by walls.
www.cefinc.com
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Makerspace Furniture

The Original Ed Table
The Spirit of Innovation

With breakthrough solutions packed into every inch, the award
winning Ed Table truly embodies the inventor’s spirit—providing
the most complete maker experience available. Maximizing
creative time while minimizing the amount of logistical preparation
work and clean-up was the driving factor behind the design
concept. For schools and teachers interested in project-based
learning, the Ed Table is a natural extension and fundamental
element for engaging learners.

Pass through storage with
height adjustable shelves!
*Comes with 6 stools!
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Makerspace Furniture

All Inclusive!

Details:

When you order an award winning Ed Table, you'll love the fact that it comes all
inclusive. Each Ed Table comes standard with your choice of 2 heights (36" or
42"), 5 finish choices, 2 trash cans: recycle & standard, 2 flush mount pop up
electrical units-(total-2 AC/4 USB), 8 storage bins with lids and 6 metal stoolscolor(s) of your choice!

Options/Upgrades:

ChemTop, Coated Top, Backpack Hooks, Remove Electrical
See Pg. 8 & 9 for removing trash cans or adding seats!

Two Heights:
1.5" Solid Maple Butcher Block
Base Size- 24"x 80"

Five Finish Choices:

Metal Stool Color Options:

24"or 30"

www.cefinc.com
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Makerspace Furniture

All Inclusive!
New for 2019!

The number eight signifies a new creation and CEF believes in the creation of
new & innovative products! We’re excited to announce a new member to the
award winning Ed Table line, the Ed8. The Ed8 is a modified version of our
original Ed Table which allows for two additional seats on the ends of the
table. The Ed8 has a reduced size base from the original Ed Table, thus
eliminating the trash component.
However, a larger mid storage
space,upgraded electrical and two extra seats were created. Just as our
original Ed Table, The Ed8 is offered as an all inclusive solution which
provides eight metals stools with color of your choice, 6-8 storage bins with
lids, electrical and a collaborative work-space like no other.

*Comes with 8 stools!

Pass through storage with
height adjustable shelves!

1.5" Solid Maple Butcher Block

Two Heights
36"or 42"
8
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Makerspace Furniture

All Inclusive!
New for 2019!

*Comes with 6 stools!

ED8 Details:
Top:48"x 84"-1.5" Maple Butcher Blo3k-8 magnetic mounted seat positions
Base: 24"x 60"-No trash, dual side storage, pass through storage in center
Side Shelves: 11.5"D x 18"W Internal Shelves: 22"W x 26"H x 39"L
Single Flush Mount Electrical Unit- 4-AC, 4-USB,1-VGA, 1-HDMI
(Electrical grommets in base for floor or wall routing)

ALL INCLUSIVE! Choice of 2 heights (36" or 42"), 5 finish choices,1
1 flush mount
pop up electrical units, 8 storage bins with lids and 8 metal stools-color(s) of your
choice!
See Pg.7 for finish & stool color offerings

Ed Double Details:
Same as above with the following exceptions:
Base: 24"x 80"-No trash, dual & double side storage.
Internal Shelves: 22"W x 26"H x 33"L
ALL INCLUSIVE! Same as above but comes with 16 storage bins and lids, 6
metal stools-color(s) of your choice!

See Pg.7 for finish & stool color offerings

Options/Upgrades for Both:

ChemTop, Coated Top, Backpack Hooks, Remove Electrical
www.cefinc.com
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Makerspace Furniture

ADA COMPLIANT!
New for 2019!

The IDEA Island

Invent. Dream. Excite. Aspire

The IDEA Island has joined the family of our award winning Ed Table line. The
creation of the IDEA Island was inspired by the many makers in school systems,
public libraries and museums across the nation that are dedicated to inspiring
creativity and discovery in children and adults. By these educators pushing the limits
of what can be accomplished in the classroom, we were challenged to create a
piece that would help drive their efforts. The marriage of industrial design with warm
wood, strength, and innovation, immediately inspires when you step up to our IDEA
Island. It can be ordered basic as table only, or can be dressed up with technology
and seating for up to 8 people.

Details:

Standard
ADA Compliant
Two Fixed Heights

34”or 42” (48W x 84L)

Heavy duty 5” casters
1.5" Maple butcher block
Cable Management

Options
Chemical Resistant Top by Formica
Dual Dock Electrical Station
(Total-4 AC, 4 USB,1 HDMI,1 VGA)
Butcher Block-UV Coating Protectant
Backpack Hooks
Seating for Six
(includes six magnet mounts & six metal stools)

Seating for Eight

(includes eight magnet mounts & eight metal stools)
12 Colors to Choose From!
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Makerspace Furniture

CUSTOMIZABLE!
New for 2019!

The Quad Pod is a
revolutionary
concept in
educational
furniture design!
Allows you to
customize your
table according to
the storage and
functionality needs
that you may have
in a makerspace or
classroom!

Pick A Pod!

Basic Adjustable Shelf Storage
2 Shelves Included

36H x 48W x 48L
8" seating clearance
Shown in Folkstone Hex
*Stools sold separate. Magnet stool storage not offered.

Storage Bins
3 Bins with Lids

15 Slot Device
Storage & Charging

Trash Bin
(Grommet Hole in Tabletop)

Pods are placed inside steel frame (shown above). Pods create the base which is secured by the butcher block top

Pick A Finish!

Simple & Customizable!
Choose four cabinets that meet your needs.
Mix & match or all the same. Your choice.
(Only one trash pod per table please)
www.cefinc.com
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Makerspace Furniture

The Stewart Storage Cart
"Created by Kids. Built by Us."

Stewart Storage Cart Designers
John, Gabe and Thomas
Stewart Middle Magnet School
Tampa, FL

19W x 25D x 31H
Pewter Grey Finish

Want a great addition to your makerspace, classroom, art class or any
other area where you need mobile storage? Then The Stewart Storage
Cart is perfect with dual sided storage bins and a small footprint!
• Bin storage has optional lids and internal dividers (10 bins total)
• Comes standard with 24 x 24 peg board with a 10 piece hook set
• 5" Heavy Duty Casters-All locking/All swivel
• Optional color edge banding available
• Optional dual sided peg board

Pair with our Collaboration Team Table
Storage bins fit underneath!
12
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Makerspace Furniture

The Multi-Maker Cart
So Many Possibilities!

Our compact, feature rich multi-maker cart has a small footprint with a
big impact. The Multi-Maker is our most customizable cart and has
multiple applications such as a presentation cart, a great addition to
your makerspace room, or a charging and storage solution for a
classroom or media center. Let us help you organize so you can teach
and make!
Use To Store & Charge Devices!
See Page 21

Create a 3D Printer Cart!

21W x 29D x 39H
Pewter Grey Finish

Standard
Locking front door
2 Internal Adjustable Shelves
3" All locking/swivel casters
6 outlet strip with 20' cord
Options
Side Folding Shelves-Left or Right/Sitting or
Standing Height
Pull out shelf on heavy duty glides
Charging & Storage Device Boxes in 10, 15 or
18 slot increments
See Pg.21 for more details on charging & storing devices

www.cefinc.com
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Makerspace Furniture

The Multi-Maker XL

Our Multi-Maker's Big Brother

Dimensions
Height-41”
Top Surface-36"
Internal Width-26 ¾”
Depth: 19"
Total External Width with two side folding shelves up 60"
Total External Width with side folding shelves down 35.75"

The Multi-Maker XL is the big brother to our smaller Multi-Maker cart!
It was designed to house a larger 3D printer and a specialized PC
on top. It features a peg board back, ventilation fan, keyboard pull
out and dual locking front doors. Customize this cart to be the
ultimate 3D printer cart or storage cart for a makerspace or
classroom!
Standard Features
Pewter Frost Finish
Ventilation Fan + Ventilation Gaps
Pull Out Shelf for Easy Access
Pull Out Keyboard Tray
Locking Front Doors
Peg Board Back for Additional Storage
All Locking/All Swivel Casters
Internal Electrical-6 outlet w/20'cord
3" Casters
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Upgrade Features
Storage Bins
Adjustable Shelf
Side Folding Shelf
5" Heavy Duty Casters

Tables

Our Most Popular Table
New for 2019!

The HATT

The Height Adjustable Tilt Table

The all NEW "HATT"-Height Adjustable Tilt Table is a proprietary
design by CEF and is a game changer in the classroom, boardroom,
locker room, makerspace, office and more! The versatility and smooth
transition from sitting to standing, to tilting, engages all audiences at
every level. The HATT embodies all of the necessities for true
instruction and team building, while quietly boasting clean lines,
calming colors and silent motion.
Available in 36" x 72"

29" to 47" range in table position

47" to 65" range in tilted position

add 3" for casters

Dry Erase Finishes:
Fossil

Just Rose

Oyster Grey

White

Fox

Options
Additional top sizes can be accommodated, ask a CEF representative for details.
3" Casters
www.cefinc.com

Just Blue
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Tables

Glass

Elegant Clean Lines
New for 2019!

Beautiful, Writable Surface Tables

Our sleek 1/4" tempered safety glass markerboards, paired with our
ever popular pneumatic sit to stand base, are offered in six new tranquil
colors that are simply beautiful. Tempered glass offers a non-porous
surface that is writable, easy to clean, and will not ghost. Tempered
glass can even withstand permanent marker which can be removed with
a mild cleanser. We have added a vinyl back as an additional layer of
protection. As a result, if broken, our markerboards will spider rather
than shatter and will not spill out. Clean lines, functionality, safety and
class-it’s all there.

Offered in 36 x 72
Shown in Just Blue with optional casters
Sit to Stand Range 29"-45"
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Tables

Butcher Block

Design. Build. Believe.

Our butcher block table for makerspace environments allows students to
design and build creative projects and empowers students to work
together. By offering a hardy work surface, adjustable height legs for
sitting or standing, optional power unit and monitor arm, the sky is the
limit. Foster a creative environment and see where your students will
go!

Standard Features
36 x 72
1" Solid Maple
Standard Height Adjustable Legs
Upgrade Options
Electrical (2 AC/2 USB)
Monitor Arm
Mounted Storage Bins
Pneumatic Sit to Stand Base
3" Casters
Upgrade to our pneumatic
sit to stand base with casters!

www.cefinc.com
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Tables

New for 2019!

Welcome Color!

CEF has partnered with our friends from the U.K. at Spaceforme chairs
to create a palette of colors that will brighten any classroom! We have
custom colored our edge banding for collaboration & nesting tables to
match Spaceformes’ line of EN Classic & EN ONE chairs, and we’re
pretty excited about it. CEF is dedicated to bringing products to the
classroom that heighten engagement and create an atmosphere for
learning. It’s a simple desire of our company, but in the words of Walt
Whitman, “simplicity is the glory of expression”. With our new colors,
the design capabilities are endless and fun…just as learning should be!

Available Colors:
Carolina Blue, Purple, Yellow
Lime Green, Mandarin Orange,
Royal Blue, Red and Black.
Dove Grey available in edging
only-no chair match
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See Pg.19 for available tables
See Pg.25 for available chairs

www.cefinc.com

Tables

Nesting Tables

The CEF dry erase nesting and collaboration tables with adjustable height
legs are genius just like your students! Allowing students the freedom to
write, draw or solve problems on a dry erase surface cultivates creativity
and encourages students to become more confident in their work. For
teachers, the fun and easy part of the modular nesting tables is to create
shapes or groups in your classroom that fit your teaching style.
So have fun, and teach well!

Featured with optional casters and
colored edgebanding

Triangle
30 x 36

Hourglass
35 x 45

Standard
Dry Erase or Laminate Surface
Black Edgebanding
22"-30" Adjustable Legs
Hourglass or Triangle Shapes
Upgrades
3" Locking Casters
Color Edgebanding

Collaboration Tables
Standard
Dry Erase or Laminate Surface
Black Edgebanding
24"-36" Adjustable Legs
Available in 36"x 48", 60", or 72"
Upgrades
3" Locking Casters
Color Edgebanding
Monitor Arm
Electrical (2-AC/2-USB) 1 or 2 units
Storage Bins
Pneumatic Sit to Stand Base

www.cefinc.com
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Tables

Computer/Training Tables
BASIC & BASIC+e Models

Our basic tables make a great multi-purpose table while basic+
electrical package offers added features to be used for mobile
devices or desktops. Also, great as a training table!
7 lengths:
30",36",48",60",72",84" & 96"(x 25D x 26.5H)
Dry Erase or Laminate Finish Options
*Ask about additional laminate options

Front View
Model Shown: BAS+e in Grey Nebula,
72" length with 2 electrical units, cable
tray and adjustable height legs

Options
Electrical
Height Adjustable Legs
Casters
6 outlet power strip (mounted in cable tray)

Rear View
(30W x 25D x 26.5H)

ELD "Flipper" Model

"Flipper" Top

Front View
Model Shown: ELD in Oak, 72" length cable
tray with flipper top and adjustable height legs
*Same details and options as above

Side View

The ELD Series is our most popular computer table. With a wide
range of sizes and hard working features like a top flipper access
to large full length cable tray and surge protector this series
provides exceptional durability, and unsurpassed value.
20
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Charging Carts

The Multi-Maker Charging Cart
Versatile. Recyclable. Re-purpose.

Perfect for smaller Chromebooks & iPads, The Multi-Maker Cart with
charging is the newest creation in our charging cart line! We took our
standard Multi-Maker Cart used in Makerspace & STEM environments
and created removable charging boxes in 10, 15, & 18 adjustable slot
increments. This allows districts to customize the cart specific to their
needs and then re-purpose its use after device deployment expiration by
simply removing the charging boxes.
Overall Dimensions
39H x 29W x 21D

Shown in Pewter with side folding shelf
Grey-18 Slot Charging Boxes
Ask about additional laminate colors!
Standard
Multi-Maker Shell in Pewter Finish
Heavy Duty 3" All Locking/Swivel Caster
Front Locking Door
Ventilation Gaps
Top Grommet for laptop workspace
One Internal Mounted Shelf
Customizable Options
Choice of 10,15 or 18 slot charging boxes
Side Folding Shelf
(One or Both Sides, Sitting or Standing Height)
Pull Out Shelf
5" or 6" Casters
6 Outlet Power Strip

www.cefinc.com
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Charging Carts

Chromebook & Tabletop Charging
LC-1-30

The LC-1-30 has been our top seller for Chromebooks! It comes equipped with 30
charging slots, 36 electrical outlets, easy to use cable management, and a front &
rear locking door. In addition to using it as a charging cart, it can also be used to
instruct from. It comes standard with a top grommet and extra electrical for a
teacher laptop.
Standard
30 Numbered Slots

1.375W x 16D x 11.5H with cord keepers above each

Front and Back locking doors
36 Surge Protected Outlets
Easy to Use Cord management

easily accessed via. full locking door in rear

Extra room in rear area to mount WAP, etc.
Large push handle and cord wraps
Grommet on top for workspace
5" Heavy Duty Casters
Overall Dimensions: 24W x 27D x 40H
Shown in Grey Tenino Finish

Oak Finish

Options
Rear Power Brick Storage Trays
6" Balloon Casters
Different Keyed Locks
7 Day Programmable Timer
2 Point Hasp Clasp for front or rear
iPad Syncing Units

T1-10 & 15 Tabletop Models
Also Wall Mountable!

Shown in Cherry Finish

Options
Syncing for iPads
3 point Hasp Clasp

Shown in Grey Tenino Finish
Same Finish Options As Above

Our Tabletop T1-10 & T1-15's have been installed into schools all across America!
It's compact size and ability to store iPad Mini's and up to 14" Chromebooks or
other devices, has quickly launched this petite charging cabinet into large district
wide opportunities. Offered in 10 & 15 slot increments with easy to use cable
management, this is a must have if you need simple, small storage!
22
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Charging Carts

EZU & EZN Series Charging
EZU Series

The EZU Series has proven to be a favorite among districts with large classroom
sizes and BYOD implementation. The EZU is offered in 32 & 40 slot increments and
can store & charge devices up to 18" in length! The EZU device dividers are
reduced in size to accommodate small devices up to large devices. It's small
footprint allows for easy storage & mobility.
Options
6" Balloon Casters
7 Day Programmable Timer
2 or 3 Point Hasp Clasp Options

Shown in Oak Finish

EZN Series

The EZN Series stores and charges devices up to 15" and is offered in 16, 24, or
32 slot increments. The EZN boasts a unique pull out drawer design for easy access
to power modules and cables. In addition, cable management for holding and
organizing charging cables is mounted in the front of the drawer for functional and
student-friendly ease of use!
Shown in Grey Nebula Finish

Options
6" Balloon Casters
7 Day Programmable Timer
2 or 3 Point Hasp Clasp Options

Same Finish Options As Above
Easy to Use Cable Management!

www.cefinc.com
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Multi-Media Carts
The LE Lectern

Great for any instructional setting! The LE lectern has many versatile set-ups for your classroom. The top offers
enough space for a laptop or monitor and has a rectangular grommet hole with cable holder insert. It also has a
pull-out shelf at the top for a keyboard or for storage, and an adjustable shelf on the inside. The LE25 is on 3"
locking swivel casters and has front and rear locking doors for security and ease of access to cables. An optional
side folding shelf can be added upon request.

The SPC Media Cart

Great for any instructional setting with advanced A/V setup to accommodate a laptop or monitor with keyboard
and mouse. Inside can store a CPU, video/audio components, remotes, instructional materials and more! The
SPC-1 also offers optional storage for an LCD projector when on-site mounting is not available.

The PSC Media Cart

The PSC series gives technology coordinators and instructors the flexibility to deploy a compact, custom cart packed
with features that meet their specific needs. Customizable features include projector or regular pullout in various
heights, side folding and internal shelves. In addition to these great features, the PSC fits in small spaces and has
locking storage & built-in power.
All customizable with side folding shelves, pull
out shelves, internal adjustable shelves,
equipment rack rails and electrical.
Ask for more details!
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All above product available in the following finishes:

Chairs

Student Chairs-12"/15"/18"
IT Task Chairs15"-20" Height
All Plastic Chairs-12"/15"/18"
Floor Chairs-Comes in Sets of 4
Available Colors:
Red
Royal Blue
Carolina Blue
Lime Green
Orange
Purple
Yellow
Black

Metal Stools-Backless or High Back
Available in 24" or 30" Heights
Available Colors:

Kore Wobble Stool
Available in
10,12,14,16,18"

Available Colors!
Kore Adjustable Height
"Grow With Me" Wobble Stool
15.5"-21.5"
www.cefinc.com
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Custom Educational Furnishings
A North Carolina Educational Furniture Manufacturer
PO Box 848 Taylorsville, North Carolina 28681
1-800-255-9189

